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                    We are a non-profit association that has made its goal to stir the processes of social formation and develop journalistic formats that open discourses about human values.
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                    Dear People, join us on Saturday,  August 5th, 2023, for the Exhibition Opening "What is Private?", marking the culmination of artist Sandro Sulaberidze's residency. The event promises captivating insights into his ongoing work, which centers around his private archive of 200k+ images collected over 10 years of the Georgian art scene.











05.08.23
Exhibition Opening
Duration: 6.8.–25.8.23
Opening hours: Fridays 11-17 h
Venloer Str. 463
50825 Cologne
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                    We are thrilled to announce Sandro Sulaberidze as our second resident in Cologne. Together with the freelance curator Florian Müller, we act as an intercultural mediator in the artistic context in addition to our workshops and events. We are honoured that Sandro will be in Cologne for the residency from June to August, and are looking forward to new impressions and a lively exchange with the Cologne artist scene.
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                    »Who should get 45 minutes of speaking time at the Bundestag?«
»Which campaign slogan belongs to what party?«
»State pension or unconditional basic income, what is most appealing?«
Against the background of the 2021 Bundestag elections and the increasing shift of political and public discourse into the digital realm, the external platform Crrritical.space combines background information on current political issues with a user-friendly interface that encourages users to interact with the issues at hand.
Rendered by only three colours, a single font, and bitmap images, two quizzes invite participants to test their political knowledge about the status quo, reflect on their own assumptions and possible „blind spots“ regarding political „truths“, and express their own beliefs/wishes for future politics.












June, 2022
Website, Social Media
Internet
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                    Archäologie der Gegenwart




            

                

            
            
            
                    
            
                    
            
                
            

            
        



            

                

            
            
            
                    
            
                    How can the transformation of the city of Hamm over the last 50 years be told in virtual space? The project "Archaeology of the Present" makes history and stories come alive in an immersive tour in the city space.
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                    The Univers of [ ] Images




            

                

            
            
            
                    
            
                    





            

                

            
            
            
                    
            
                    Within two 48 hour workshops we explored the shift of construction and perception of 'truth' in visual culture. Images and videos that long served as pieces of evidence, can now be modified by technical means and thus be manipulated in visible as well as invisible manner.
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                    We are a non-profit association that has made its goal to stir the processes of social formation and develop journalistic formats that open discourses about human values.
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                    We are thrilled to announce Sandro Sulaberidze as our second resident in Cologne. Together with the freelance curator Florian Müller, we act as an intercultural mediator in the artistic context in addition to our workshops and events. We are honoured that Sandro will be in Cologne for the residency from June to August, and are looking forward to new impressions and a lively exchange with the Cologne artist scene.
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                    How can the transformation of the city of Hamm over the last 50 years be told in virtual space? The project "Archaeology of the Present" makes history and stories come alive in an immersive tour in the city space.
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